Enrichment P rogra mmes
Education Package A

Do-It-Yourself Ice Cream Making Workshop
The programme opens with a brief history of ice cream. Different techniques in
making ice cream will be discussed with emphasis on the use of liquid nitrogen.
Students will be asked to form small groups, and together they will prepare their
group’s ice cream using liquid nitrogen. On top of that, students will get the
chance to savour the ice cream that they have prepared.
Topics

: Transfer of Heat, Effects of Heat Exchange, Properties of

Duration

Matter in Different Temperatures
: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $35 per student

Education Package B

Fun with Liquid Nitrogen Workshop
The program involves several demonstrations that showcase the properties of
liquid nitrogen. Students will be awed by liquid nitrogen as it produces smoke,
expands, and evaporates. The ability of liquid nitrogen to readily freeze objects
and make a banana assume hammer-like properties will definitely amaze students.
Topics

: Concepts of force, Effects of cooling, Properties of Matter

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $35 per student
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Education Package C

Snow Science Workshop
A n interactive and hands-on programme, Snow Science dwell deeper into the
science behind ice and water. The programmes offers an hour’s fun snow play
on the slope and a choice to participate in 4 of out of 8 experiments.
Topics

: Density, Friction, Pressure and Freezing points, Properties of
salt, ice, water.

Activity

: Rolling Ice Cubes, The Exploding Bottle, Ice Pops wiithout a
Freezer, Lifting an Ice Cube with String, Ice and Oil, Slippery
Ice, The Melting Ice Race

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $35 per student

Education Package D

Cool Magic Workshop

How do you spin a ping pong ball without holding it? How do you instantly
freeze water in just seconds? Know the answers to these questions in
this workshop.
Topics

: Force, States of Matter, Heat Transfer, Condensation

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $35 per student
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Education Package E

Clouds of Fun Workshop
This workshop is composed of experiments using dry ice. W hen dry ice gets in
contact with water and soap, it produces cloud-like formations and mists. Get
ready to be awed by the science behind these simple demonstrations!
Topics

: Expansion, States of Matter, Heat Transfer

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $35 per student

Education Package F

Winter Olympics

This is a compulsively enjoyable programme fit for anyone that just wants to have
a roaring good time! Conducted in our very own snow chamber, Winter Olympics
is a culmination of carefully tailored activities that challenges the mind while
testing your physical agility. It is a program catered to the young and the young
at heart. After all, having fun has absolutely no age limit! Choose 3 activities from
the list below.
Topics

: Team bonding, A bility to Adapt in Cold Environment

Activity

: Speedo, Breakage, The Mad Ball, Balloon Hurray, Musical
Chairs, Bursting Chairs, Bursting Balloons, Dress Me Up

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $36 per student
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Education Package G

Subzero Student Team Building

Snow City’s Sub-Zero Student Team-building programme is one with a difference.
Designed specifically for students, it centers on team survival in sub-freezing
conditions. Conducted by certified and experienced facilitators, our programme
will challenge students to “survive” in freezing conditions.
Topics

: Teamwork, Team Building, Team Bonding, Survival, Creative
Thinking, Decision-Making, Leadership.

Duration

: 2.5 hours

Course Fee

: SGD $55 per studen

Education Package H

Introduction to Sport Climbing Workshop
Experience the thrill and excitement of climbing at The Cliff. Our friendly and
talented team of instructors will be on hand to get you started. Climbing is an
excellent way to work out your whole body and improve your flexibility. So,
climb right on! This package includes 1hour of snow play session.
Topics

: Fundamentals of sport climbing and practical sessions

Duration

: 3.5 hours

Course Fee

:SGD $45 per student (Includes harness, belay device
and trainer)

Course Fee

: Wear covered sport shoes and athletic pants or bermudas
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN EVENT PACKAGE

Half Day Event (approximately 2.5 to 4 hours): Choose one (1) from the list
of programs.
Full Day Event (approximately 7 hours): Choose two (2) from the list of
programs and enjoy 15% discount on total cost.
Two-Day Event (approximately 14 hours): Choose four (4) from the list of
programs and enjoy 20% discount on total cost.

Please note:
• Free admission will be extended to 1adult (teacher/ tour guide)
for every students enrolled. Additional adults will be
charged at $19 each.
• All programs require a minimum of 30 students or its equivalent
value in order for booking to proceed.
• Course fee includes gloves, jackets, and boots for the snow
play session for students. Only jackets and boots will be
provided for adults.
• Long pants and socks are required for snow play session.
• Photo services are available. Cameras are not allowed inside
the snow chamber.
• Course fees are subject to change without prior notice.
• Bookings are to be made at least 2 weeks in advance and are
subject to availability.
• Food and beverages are available for booking upon request.

For enquiries and bookings,
please email sales@snowcity.com.sg or call (+65) 6560 2306.

